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Abstract— A method is presented for parallelizing the com-
putation of solutions to discrete-time, linear-quadratic, finite-
horizon optimal control problems, which we will refer to as
LQR problems. This class of problem arises frequently in
robotic trajectory optimization. For very complicated robots,
the size of these resulting problems can be large enough that
computing the solution is prohibitively slow when using a single
processor. Fortunately, approaches to solving these type of
problems based on numerical solutions to the KKT conditions
of optimality offer a parallel solution method and can leverage
multiple processors to compute solutions faster. However, these
methods do not produce the useful feedback control policies that
are generated as a by-product of the dynamic-programming
solution method known as Riccati recursion. In this paper we
derive a method which is able to parallelize the computation
of Riccati recursion, allowing for super-fast solutions to the
LQR problem while still generating feedback control policies.
We demonstrate empirically that our method is faster than
existing parallel methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
When solving a continuous-state, continuous-action trajec-
tory optimization problem for robotic path planning, many
of the well known methods for solving these problems result
in subproblems taking the form of a discrete-time, time-
varying, finite-horizon optimal control problem with linear
dynamics and a quadratic objective [1], [2], [3], [4] [5]. The
class of such problems has a long history of research, and
is commonly referred to as the Linear Quadratic Regulator
(LQR) [6]. In applications in which the trajectory optimiza-
tion must be computed online, such as in Model Predictive
Control frameworks [5], we require methods for solving this
subproblem very efficiently.
Fortunately, LQR problems offer efficient methods for
computing solutions based on dynamic programming, some-
times referred to as the discrete-time Riccati recursion.
Alternatively, one could solve these types of problem by
direct methods based on the KKT system of equations given
for the optimization problem. Both of these methods require
computation that scales linearly with respect to the number
of discrete time-points in the trajectory [7], [3]. The direct
methods based on solving the KKT system of equations
rely on the banded nature of the coefficient matrix of the
equations. For this reason, the solution to these problems
can also utilize parallelized methods for solving banded
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systems of equations [8], [9]. These parallel methods allow
applications to utilize all of the available cores available on
a computer to compute solutions as fast as possible.
Though there exist parallelized methods for computing
optimal trajectories in the LQR problem, because they are
based on direct methods, they only compute numerical values
of the trajectories and do not include the feedback control
policies that are generated through Riccati recursion. In
online Model Predictive Control applications, these policies
can be used to stabilize the system to the planned trajectory
until the next trajectory is generated. These policies can
also be used to stabilize single-shooting approaches used in
nonlinear optimization methods [10].
It would therefore be desirable to have a method which
can parallelize the solution to Riccati recursion, so that
feedback control policies can be generated in a way that
also leverages multiple processors to divide up computation.
There are two main ingredients that are needed to derive
such a method. First, a means of breaking up the trajec-
tory optimization problem, which we will call the global
problem, into subproblems so that they can be computed in
parallel. Second, a method is needed which can solve those
subproblems such that their solutions can be reconstructed
into the solution of the global problem. The contributions of
this paper are derivations of both ingredients, and as such, a
resulting method for parallelizing Riccati recursion.
In section II we present our method. In that presentation,
we will first introduce the global problem, and propose a
method for how it can be parallelized. We then will present
a means for computing the solution to the resulting sub-
problems, and show how the solutions can be reconstructed.
In section III we discuss properties of our method, and
demonstrate empirically that our method in fact computes
the solutions to the global problem. We also show that our
method is faster than the fastest-known method for solving
the KKT system of equations in parallel.
II. PARALLELIZING RICCATI RECURSION
The global LQR problem which we wish to parallelize
will be defined as the following:
min
x0,u0,...,uT−1,xT
costT (xT )+
T−1
∑
t=0
costt(xt ,ut) (1a)
s.t. dynamicst(xt+1,xt ,ut) = 0 ∀t ∈ {0, ...,T −1} (1b)
x0 = xinit (1c)
Where xt ∈ Rn, ut ∈ Rm, the functions costt : Rn×Rm →
R, costT : Rn → R, dynamicst : Rn ×Rn ×Rm → Rn, are
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(a) Step 1: Compute sub-trajectories and Lagrange multipliers as
functions of unknown link-points.
(b) Step 2: Relate neighboring Lagrange multipliers to solve for link-
points.
Fig. 1. A depiction of the parallelization of an LQR computation.
functions defined as:
costt(x,u) =
1
2
1x
u
ᵀ 0 qᵀx1t qᵀu1tqx1t Qxxt Qᵀuxt
qu1t Quxt Quut
1x
u
 (2a)
costT (x) =
1
2
(
1
x
)ᵀ( 0 qᵀx1T
qx1T QxxT
)(
1
x
)
(2b)
dynamicst(xt+1,xt ,ut) = xt+1− (Fxt xt +Futut + f1t ) (2c)
We assume that the block coefficients Quut of the quadratic
functions costt are positive-definite, and the terms Qxxt −
QuxtQ
−1
uutQ
ᵀ
uxt is positive semi-definite, so that problem (1)
is strictly convex.
A. Dividing into Sub-trajectories
The way problem (1) will be broken into independent sub-
problems will come from the KKT conditions of optimality.
Together, along with the dynamic constraints (1b), the KKT
conditions for problem (1) can be stated as
[
Qxxt Q
ᵀ
uxt
Quxt Quut
][
xt
ut
]
+
[
qx1t
qu1t
]
+
[
I −Fᵀxt
−Fᵀut
][
λt
λt+1
]
=
[
0
0
]
∀t ∈ {0, ...,T −1}
(3a)
QxxT x
∗
T +qx1T +λT = 0 (3b)
Here λt+1 is the Lagrange multiplier associated with
constraints (1b), and λ0 is the multiplier associated with
constraint (1c). Finding a set of xt , ut , λt that satisfy these
equations will result in the optimal solution to the global
problem [11].
Notice that we can modify the equations (3) around some
time τ to obtain another set of equivalent equations:
[
Qxxt Q
ᵀ
uxt
Quxt Quut
][
xt
ut
]
+
[
qx1t
qu1t
]
+
[
I −Fᵀxt
−Fᵀut
][
λt
λt+1
]
=
[
0
0
]
∀t ∈ {0, ...,τ−1}
(4a)
λτ +µτ = 0 (4b)
xτ = xlink (4c)[
Qxxt Q
ᵀ
uxt
Quxt Quut
][
xt
ut
]
+
[
qx1t
qu1t
]
+
[
I −Fᵀxt
−Fᵀut
][
λt
λt+1
]
=
[
0
0
]
∀t ∈ {τ, ...,T −1}
(4d)
QxxT xT +qx1T +λT = 0 (4e)
Here, xlink = x∗τ , is the optimal point from the global
problem. This has the effect of constraining xτ to be its
optimal value. The term µτ is an auxiliary variable whose
purpose will be come clear shortly. Notice that these set
of equations (4) correspond to the KKT conditions for two
independent optimization problems:
min
x0,u0,...,uτ−1,x1τ
τ−1
∑
t=0
costt(xt ,ut) (5a)
s.t. dynamicst(xt+1,xt ,ut) = 0 ∀t ∈ {0, ...,τ−1} (5b)
x0 = xinit (5c)
x1τ = xlink (5d)
min
x2τ ,uτ ,...,uT−1,xT
costT (xT )+
T−1
∑
t=τ
costt(xt ,ut) (5e)
s.t. dynamicst(xt+1,xt ,ut) = 0 ∀t ∈ {τ, ...,T −1} (5f)
x2τ = xlink (5g)
x1τ and x
2
τ are used to distinguish the variables in the two
optimization problems, since xτ appears in both problems.
From this, it can be seen that the term µτ appearing in
equation (4b) is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to
constraint (5d).
Therefore, if the value of xlink could be determined some-
how, solving the problems (5) independently would provide a
means for solving the global problem in parallel. It turns out
that by computing the optimal solutions and the Lagrange
multipliers corresponding to the endpoint constraints in each
of the sub-problems (5) as functions of the unknown point
xlink, the resulting solutions can be used to solve for the point
xlink. Since the solutions of the sub-problems are functions
of xlink, by plugging it back into those solutions, the global
solution can be recovered.
The method for computing solutions as a function of the
endpoint will presented in the following section. For now
assume that such a method exists, giving solutions to each
of the subproblems (5) as:
x1τ = x
2
τ = xlink (6a)
λ 1τ = L
1
τxlink+ l
1
τ (6b)
λ 2τ = L
2
τxlink+ l
2
τ (6c)
x∗t = Rtxlink+ rt , t ∈ {0, ...,τ−1,τ+1, ...,T} (6d)
u∗t = Stxlink+ st , t ∈ {0, ...,T −1} (6e)
λt = Ltxlink+ lt , t ∈ {0, ...,τ−1,τ+1, ...,T} (6f)
µτ = Eτxlink+ eτ . (6g)
By noticing that the condition µτ =−λ 2τ is required if the
KKT conditions are to be equivalent to the equations in (3,
4), we obtain:
(Eτ +L2τ)xlink+(eτ + l
2
τ ) = 0 (7)
This is a system of n equations in n unknowns, which can
be solved for xlink. This assumes Eτ +L2τ is full rank, which
it will be when the global problem is strictly convex. With
the solution of xlink, the solutions of the subproblems (and
by virtue of the equivalence, the global problem) given in
(6) can be evaluated.
This argument made relating the Lagrange multipliers of
neighboring trajectories holds for an arbitrary number of sub-
trajectories, given that a solution to each sub-optimization
is feasible. When splitting the global problem into J sub-
problems, J− 1 of those problems will have start and end-
point constraints and no terminal cost, as in (5a-5d), and one
subproblem with a terminal cost and no endpoint constraint.
Solutions of each sub-trajectory must be computed as func-
tion of all unknown link points, i.e. the values appearing
in equations (5c-5d), if they are unknown. This will be the
case for the J−2 sub-trajectories making up the middle of
the global trajectory.
The equivalence relationships needed to ensure the KKT
conditions of all sub-problems match those of the global
problem will result in (J − 1)n equations, with (J − 1)n
unknowns, being the J− 1 link-points. The system will be
block-banded, with bandwidth equal to 2n+1. Therefore the
computational complexity of solving this combined system
is O(Jn3). Since typically J << T , this cost of determining
the link-points will be very small.
Assuming there is an efficient method for computing
the solutions (6) as explicit functions of the end-points,
the overall method for computing solutions in the manner
outlined will be very efficient. We present such a method
now.
B. Constraint-explicit LQR
We present a method for computing control policies of the
following end-point constrained LQR problem, explicitly as
a function of the values xinit and xterm.
min
x0,u0,...,uT−1,xT
costT (xT )+
T−1
∑
t=0
costt(xt ,ut) (8a)
s.t. dynamicst(xt+1,xt ,ut) = 0 ∀t ∈ {0, ...,T −1} (8b)
x0 = xinit (8c)
xT = xterm (8d)
Here the functions appearing in (8a-8b) take the same
form as in (1). It is assumed that the constraints (8b-8d)
are linearly independent. If there are linearly dependent
constraints, they can simply be removed without changing
the problem.
The method we will use to solve this problem is based
on the method presented in [12], except we will maintain all
control policies, value-functions and constraints as explicit
functions of the terminal state xterm.
The derivation of the control policies for the constrained
follows a dynamic programming approach. Starting from the
end of the trajectory and working towards the beginning, a
given control input ut will be chosen such that for any value
of the corresponding state xt and terminal constraint value
xterm, the remaining trajectory will be cost-optimal and the
residual parts of the terminal constraint will be satisfied if
possible.
To formalize and calculate these controls, a time-varying
quadratic value function, cost to got : Rn×Rn→ R will be
maintained, representing the minimum possible cost remain-
ing in the trajectory from stage t onward as a function of state
at time t and the terminal constraint state xterm. Additionally,
a linear function constraint to got : Rn×Rn → Rrt will be
maintained which encompasses all future constraints. Let the
following terms represent these functions:
cost to got(x,xterm) =
1
2
 1x
xterm
ᵀ 0 vᵀx1t vᵀz1tvx1t Vxxt V ᵀzxt
vz1t Vzxt Vzzt
 1x
xterm
 (9)
constraint to got(x,xterm) = Hxt x+Hzt xterm+h1t . (10)
We initialize these terms at time T as follows:
HxT = I HzT =−I
h1T = 0 VxxT = QxxT
vx1T = qx1T vz1t = 0
VzxT = 0 VzzT = 0
(11)
Here we abuse notation slightly, letting 0 represent both the
zero vector and matrix, with corresponding size which should
be clear from context. I is the n×n identity matrix.
According to the procedure outlined in [12], the following
optimization problem is solved starting at time t = T −1 and
continuing back to t = 0:
u∗t = argminut
costt(xt ,ut)+ cost to got+1(xt+1,xterm) (12a)
s.t. 0 = dynamicst(xt+1,xt ,ut) (12b)
ut ∈ argmin
u
‖constraint to got+1(xt+1,xterm)‖2 (12c)
Again, as shown in [12], problem (12) is equivalent to the
following problem:
y∗t ,w
∗
t = argminvt ,wt
1
2
‖Nxt xt +NutPyt yt +Nzt xterm+n1t‖2 +
1
2

1
xt
Zwtwt
xterm

ᵀ
0 mᵀx1t m
ᵀ
u1t m
ᵀ
z1t
mx1t Mxxt M
ᵀ
uxt M
ᵀ
zxt
mu1t Muxt Muut M
ᵀ
zut
mz1t Mzxt Mzut Mzzt


1
xt
Zwtwt
xterm

(13a)
u∗t = Pyt y
∗
t +Zwtw
∗
t (13b)
Where the above terms are defined as:
mx1t = qx1t +F
ᵀ
xt vx1t+1 mu1t = qu1t +F
ᵀ
ut vx1t+1
mz1t = vz1t Mzxt =Vzxt
Mzut = 0 Mzzt =Vzzt
Mxxt = Qxxt +F
ᵀ
xtVxxt+1Fxt Muut = Quut +F
ᵀ
utVxxt+1Fut
Muxt = Quxt +F
ᵀ
utVxxt+1Fxt Nxt = Hxt+1Fxt
Nut = Hxt+1Fut n1t = Hxt+1 f1t +h1t+1
Nzt = Hzt
Here, Zwt is chosen such that the columns form an ortho-
normal basis for the null-space of Nut , and Pyt is chosen such
that its columns form an ortho-normal basis for the range-
space of Nᵀut . Hence Nut and Pyt are orthogonal and their
columns together span Rm.
Problem (13), which is an unconstrained problem, has a
solution given by the following:
y∗t =−(NutPyt )†(Nxt xt +Nzt xterm+n1t ) (14)
w∗t =−(ZᵀwtMuutZwt )−1Zᵀwt (Muxt xt +Mᵀzut xterm+mu1t ). (15)
Here † represents the pseudo-inverse. In the case that
Pyt is a size-zero matrix (i.e. dim(null(Nut )) = m), Zwt =
Im (Identity matrix ∈ Rm×m), and yt has dimension 0.
Correspondingly, when Zwt is a size-zero matrix, Pyt = Im
and wt has dimension 0. Therefore we ignore one of the
correspondingly empty update equations above (14 or 15).
The control ut can now be expressed in closed-form as an
affine function of the state xt :
u∗t = Kxt xt +Kzt xterm+ k1t (16)
Kxt =−(Pyt (NutPyt )†Nxt +Zwt (ZᵀwtMuutZwt )−1ZᵀwtMuxt ) (17)
Kzt =−(Pyt (NutPyt )†Nzt +Zwt (ZᵀwtMuutZwt )−1ZᵀwtMzut ) (18)
k1t =−(Pyt (NutPyt )†n1t +Zwt (ZᵀwtMuutZwt )−1Zᵀwtmu1t ) (19)
Since the control is a function of the state, we can also
express the constraint residual, i.e. the value of the term
(12c), as a function of the state. We can update the constraint-
to-go to be this constraint residual, requiring preceding
controls to enforce the residual is zero. We substitute (16-19)
into the right-hand side of (12c) to obtain:
constraint to got(xt) = Nxt xt +Nzt xterm+n1t−
NutPyt (NutPyt )
†(Nxt xt +Nzt xterm+n1t )
(20)
This results in the update for the terms Hxt , Hzt and h1t :
Hxt = (I−NutPyt (NutPyt )†)Nxt (21)
Hzt = (I−NutPyt (NutPyt )†)Nzt (22)
h1t = (I−NutPyt (NutPyt )†)n1t . (23)
The expression for the control is plugged in to the objec-
tive function of our optimization problem (13) to obtain an
update on the cost-to-go as a function of the state and xinit :
Vxxt =Mxxt +2M
ᵀ
uxtKxt +K
ᵀ
xtMuutKxt (24)
Vzzt =Mzzt +2M
ᵀ
uxtKzt +K
ᵀ
ztMuutKzt (25)
Vzxt =Mzxt +MzutKxt +K
ᵀ
ztMuxt +K
ᵀ
ztMuutKxt (26)
vx1t = mx1t +K
ᵀ
xtmu1t +(M
ᵀ
uxt +K
ᵀ
xtMuut )k1t (27)
vz1t = mz1t +Mzut k1t +K
ᵀ
ztmu1t +K
ᵀ
ztMuut k1t . (28)
We have now presented forms for all terms in the
cost to got and constraint to got functions, and computed
linear feedback terms Kxt , Kzt and k1t in the process. This
procedure can be repeated for time all time back to t = 0.
If Hx0xinit +Hz0xterm+h10 = 0, then the sequence of control
policies {Kxt ,Kzt ,k1t}t∈{0,...,T−1} will produce a sequence of
states and controls that are optimal for our original problem
(1). Otherwise, no feasible solution exists.
Trajectory: Once we have computed all of the control
policies for the entirety of the trajectory, the system can be
forward simulated from the xinit to obtain a form for all states
and controls of the trajectory as functions of the variables
xinit and xterm. We have:
x∗t = Rat xinit +Rzt xterm+ r1t (29)
u∗t = Sat xinit +Szt xterm+ s1t (30)
Here the terms are initilaized as Ra0 = I, Rz0 = 0, and r1t = 0.
Otherwise, terms are recursively defined as:
Sat = KxtRat Szt = KxtRzt +Kzt
s1t = Kxt r1t + k1t Rat+1 = FxtRat +FutSat
Rzt+1 = FxtRzt +FutSzt r1t = Fxt r1t +Fut s1t + f1t
Lagrange Multipliers: Similar to the trajectory, the La-
grange multipliers associated with constraints (8b-8d) as
functions of xinit and xterm. Writing the KKT conditions of
the problem (8) that involve the multipliers, we have:
[
Qxxt Q
ᵀ
uxt
Quxt Quut
][
x∗t
u∗t
]
+
[
qx1t
qu1t
]
+
[
I −Fᵀxt
−Fᵀut
][
λt
λt+1
]
=
[
0
0
]
∀t ∈ {0, ...,T −1}
(31)
QxxT x
∗
T +qx1T +λT +µT = 0 (32)
As before, λ0 ∈ Rn is the Lagrange multiplier associ-
ated with the constraint (8c), λt+1 ∈ Rn,0 ≤ t < T are the
Lagrange multipliers associated with constraints (8b), and
µT ∈Rn is the Lagrange multiplier associated with constraint
(8d).
Since the values of all optimal state and control variables,
are known from (29,30), the resulting system has (T−1)(n+
m)+ n equations with (T + 1)n unknowns, and is an over-
determined system. Stacking these conditions into a large
matrix equation gives:
Aᵀλ = b (33)
Here A places all coefficients multiplying the Lagrange mul-
tipliers in the equations (31 and 32), b stacks all terms which
do not depend on the multipliers, and λ stacks all multipliers
(including µT ). Since problem (8) is assumed to be convex
and that the constraints are all linearly independent, there
exists a unique solution in the dual space of the problem
(8) [11]. Furthermore, the matrix Aᵀ is full column rank.
This means that any combination of multipliers such that
(33) is satisfied will correspond to the unique optimal set of
multipliers λ .
Therefore finding the least-squares solution of (33) will
result in the multipliers per the discussion above. We have
then that
AAᵀλ = Ab. (34)
Looking at terms given in (34), we have:
AAᵀ =

I −Fᵀx0
−Fx0 Σ0 −Fᵀx1
. . . . . . . . .
−FT−2 ΣT−2 −FᵀT−1
−FT−1 ΣT−1 I
I I

(35)
Ab=
Da0 Dz0... ...
DaT DzT
[ xinitxterm
]
+
d10...
d1T
 (36)
Here we have made use of the terms:
Σt = I+FxtF
ᵀ
xt +FutF
ᵀ
ut (37)
Da0 =−Qxx0Ra0 −Qᵀux0Sa0 (38)
Dz0 =−Qxx0Rz0 −Qᵀux0Sz0 (39)
d10 =−Qxx0r10 −Qᵀux0s10 −qx10 (40)
Dat+1 =−Qxxt+1Rat+1 −Qᵀuxt+1Sat+1+
Fxt (QxxtRat +Q
ᵀ
uxtSat )+Fut (QuxtRat +QuutSat )
(41)
Dzt+1 =−Qxxt+1Rzt+1 −Qᵀuxt+1Szt+1+
Fxt (QxxtRzt +Q
ᵀ
uxtSzt )+Fut (QuxtRzt +QuutSzt )
(42)
d1t+1 =−Qxxt+1r1t+1 −Qᵀuxt+1s1t+1 −qx1t+1+
FxtQxxt r1t +Fxt (Q
ᵀ
uxt s1t +qx1t )+
Fut (Quxt r1t +Quut s1t +qu1t )
(43)
DaT =−QxxTRaT (44)
DzT =−QxxTRzT (45)
d1T =−QxxT r1T −qx1T (46)
Notice that because (35) is a block-tridiagonal matrix, and
the form of Ab is explicit with respect to the variables xinit
and xterm, we can use a block substitution or sparse gaussian
elimination method on the system (34) to determine the
Lagrange multipliers as explicit functions of xinit and xterm, in
a computational complexity that scales linearly with respect
to the length of the control horizon.
Performing such a calculation will result in a simple
expression for each of the multipliers of the form
λt = Lat xinit +Lzt xterm+ l1t , t ∈ {0, ...,T} (47)
µT = EaT xinit +EzT xterm+ e1T . (48)
Hence, all multipliers for the problem (8) were computed
as explicit functions of the values xinit and xterm.
C. Method Recap
In the previous two sections, the ingredients needed to par-
allelize Riccati recursion were developed. First, we showed
that an LQR optimization can be broken into sub-problems,
each of which correspond to end-point constrained LQR
problems. A method was then presented for computing the
solutions of the resulting sub-problems as functions of their
end-points. Relating the Lagrange multipliers associated with
the end-point constraints of the sub-systems resulted in a
small system of equations that could be solved to determine
the previously unknown link-points. Those solutions can
then be redistributed back to the sub-problems so that the
numerical values of their solutions can be computed.
III. EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the computation time and
analyze the feedback policies generated using the method
presented. In particular, we compare our method against
a well known parallel banded-matrix solver applied to the
KKT system of equations of the global problem. We also
demonstrate that the method we presented indeed produces
the optimal trajectory of the global problem. We discuss
the property that even though the resulting optimal trajec-
tories are equivalent, the feedback policies generated by our
method are slightly different. We illustrate this relationship
with a simple example.
A. Parallel vs. Serial Riccati Recursion
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
Time (s)
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
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2
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Serial and Parallel LQR Controllers from Problem
(49) on the disturbed system (50).
Consider the following LQR problem:
min
u0,...,uT−1
αT‖xT‖22 +
T−1
∑
t=0
αt‖xt‖22 +βt‖ut‖22 (49a)
s.t. xt+1 =
[
1 dt
0 1
]
xt +
[
0
dt
]
ut (49b)
x0 =
[
1 0
]ᵀ (49c)
Here αt = 10, αT = 103, and βt = 10−2. We compute the
LQR feedback policies using standard Riccati recursion, as
well as using the parallel method outlined above with J = 3
sub-trajectories. Figure 2 demonstrates that, as we expect, the
resulting optimal trajectories for both methods are identical
(labels “Parallel Undisturbed” and “Serial Undisturbed”). We
also apply the feedback policies generated in both methods
to a disturbed system given by the following dynamics :
xt+1 =
[
1 dt
0 1
]
xt +
[
0
dt
]
ut +
[
0
xt(1)/(xt(1)2 +10−4)
]
(50)
We see in Figure 2 that when applied to the disturbed
systems, the feedback policies now generate different so-
lutions. Because each sub-trajectory of the parallel version
are constrained to end at the would-be-optimal point, we
see strong corrections to these points. When the cost of
these two trajectories are computed, we have costs = 2.896e3,
and costp = 2.203e3 for the serial and parallel policies,
respectively. This behavior is interesting. On one hand, such
correction can induce added stability to the policy, and
result in improved performance as seen in this toy example.
On the other hand, this may not always be beneficial. An
optimal point for the assumed system dynamics may not
be feasible for the true system, and as such a constraint
forcing to one of these points might force the controller to
apply unnecessarily strong actions in attempting to achieve
the infeasible constraint.
A middle-ground between these two methods can be
obtained by re-computing the feedback policies for the first
J−1 subtrajectories using the value function cost to gotˆ j+1
(value function at beginning of subtrajectory j+ 1) as an
initialization for the cost to go function at the end of sub-
trajectory j. In the second pass, the sub-trajectories no longer
need to be constrained to terminate at the link-points. This
has the effect of smoothing the control policies, and the result
can also be seen in Figure 2. Note that this smoothing still
results in the same optimal trajectory as the serial and parallel
case when executed on the undisturbed dynamics. The cost
of this smoothing procedure is roughly twice that of the non-
smoothed parallel method, but might still be much faster than
the serial method in some cases.
B. Computation Time vs. ScaLAPACK
n m T Cores ScaLAPACK (s) Parallel Riccati (s)
40 10 1024 32 0.074 0.043
40 10 1024 64 0.057 0.037
40 10 1024 1 0.797 0.727
40 10 2048 32 0.116 0.074
40 10 2048 64 0.085 0.057
TABLE I
COMPARING OUR METHOD AGAINST SCALAPACK’S PARALLEL
BANDED MATRIX SOLVER
We compare the computation time for our parallel method
against a parallel solver for banded matrices. The KKT
system of equations for an LQR problem form a banded
coefficient matrix [3] which can be solved using specialized
solvers for such systems. ScaLAPACK [13] is a package
which provides fortran routines for solving linear algebra
problems on distributed processors. It provides a method
’PDGBSV’ which solves general banded systems using dis-
tributed processors and memory. Taking an approach based
on the parallelization of banded systems was proposed in
[14].
Table I compares the computation time of our method
against the ScaLAPACK method. Here the dimensions of
the state and control match that of the Cassie Robot, built
by Agility Robotics. (Recall n is the dimension of the state,
and m is the dimension of the control). All times are taken
as the minimum over 10 runs on a Xeon Phi 1.3GHz 64-core
processor. We use very long trajectory lengths to demonstrate
the true effectiveness of parallelized methods. Our method
outperforms the routine provided by ScaLAPACK in every
case for this problem.
C. Other Methods
The authors in [16] present a method which also paral-
lelizes the computation of solutions to LQR problems. Their
method is based on using approximations of the value func-
tion, grabbed from previous solutions of the control problem
when used in a Model Predictive Control framework, to avoid
performing the dynamic programming on the entire length
of the trajectory. One issue with such a method is that the
resulting solutions are only approximate, and information
will take at least J cycles of planning to propagate to the start
of the trajectory, where J is the number of sub-trajectories.
There exist other methods as well for parallelizing compu-
tation of controllers for LQR problems, such as in [17]. How-
ever, the approach in that work focuses on time-invariant,
infinite-horizon problems and is therefore is not applicable
for use in trajectory optimization for nonlinear systems with
time-varying objectives.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have developed a method for parallelizing Riccati
recursion, allowing for very efficient computation of feed-
back control policies for LQR problems. An interesting
relationship between Lagrange multipliers of neighboring
trajectories was developed, allowing for the distribution
of optimization to multiple processors. We used a simple
example to illustrate the differences between the serial and
parallel versions of Riccati recursion, and presented some
examples showing computational speedup using our method
compared to existing methods.
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